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Bookclub

Welfare sessions

Prose / Poetry /

Performance Art

sessions

AFTER AFTER OCT 8THOCT 8TH

ACTIVITIES ARE FORACTIVITIES ARE FOR

MEMBERS ONLYMEMBERS ONLY

MAINLY USED TO COVER HIGHMAINLY USED TO COVER HIGH

MAGAZINE PRINTING COSTS.MAGAZINE PRINTING COSTS.

MEMBERSHIP CAN BE PURCHASEDMEMBERSHIP CAN BE PURCHASED     

AFTERAFTER  30TH SEP 30TH SEP  ON THE  ON THE SUUCLSUUCL

WEBSITEWEBSITE

Open Mic Nights

Magazine editing

Unislam auditions

Bookshop Crawl

Poetry Cafe Trip

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP

REMOTE

REMOTE +

FULL

Bi-weekly newsletter

Guest speakers

Writing workshops

Bookclub

Welfare sessions

Bi-weekly newsletter

Guest speakers

Writing workshops

Bookclub

Welfare sessions

Prose / Poetry /

Performance Art

sessions

Bi-weekly newsletter

Guest speakers

Writing workshops

£0£0£0

£5£5£5

£7£7£7
Full membership

includes in-person

events!



LIMITEDLIMITED     NUMBERNUMBER

AVAIL ABLE!  AVAILABL E!  GRAB YOURSGRAB YOURS

NOW!NOW!

CONTACTCONTACT     

su-youngwriters@ucl .ac.uksu-youngwriters@ucl .ac.uk

SOCIETYSOCIETY

GARMENTSGARMENTS

Fabric: 60% polyester, 40% cottonFabric: 60% polyester, 40% cotton

Sizes (chest) available: S (34/36”),Sizes (chest) available: S (34/36”),  

M (38/49”), L (42/44”)M (38/49”), L (42/44”)
£12£12£12

HOODIE

JUMPER

You will need to make aYou will need to make aYou will need to make a

bank transfer and sendbank transfer and sendbank transfer and send

us a confirmationus a confirmationus a confirmation



P R E S I D EN T  -  WERON I K A  BR Z E Z I N S K A

T R E A SUR ER  -  ANNA  SH I R SHOVA

WE L F A R E  O F F I C E R  -  F R ANC E S C A  P ARRO T T A

ED I T O R - I N - CH I E F  -  S AM  HUDD L E S TONE

CHA I R  O F  P RO S E  -  A L L AN  Y EUNG

CHA I R  O F  PO E T R Y

CHA I R  O F  P E R FORM I NG  AR T S

E V EN T S  MANAGER

PUB L I C I T Y  MANAGER

COMMUN I T Y  OU T R E A CH  O F F I C E R

Want to be part of the team? NominateWant to be part of the team? NominateWant to be part of the team? Nominate

yourself for one or multiple positions inyourself for one or multiple positions inyourself for one or multiple positions in

our upcoming October elections!our upcoming October elections!our upcoming October elections!



REGULARREGULAR

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
PROSE FEEDBACK SESSIONPROSE FEEDBACK SESSION

2 x month

POETRY FEEDBACK SESSIONPOETRY FEEDBACK SESSION

2 x month

PERFORMING ARTS SESSIONPERFORMING ARTS SESSION

2 x month

READING SESSION / BOOKCLUBREADING SESSION / BOOKCLUB  

1 x month

WRITING WORKSHOPWRITING WORKSHOP

1 x month

OPEN MIC NIGHTOPEN MIC NIGHT

1 x month



The aim of this workshop is to foster a creative and constructive
environment where we can showcase the talents of our prose writers

and give them a platform to give feedback on each other’s work.
Writers of any level are welcome and encouraged to join, and if there

is an interest for it we will also be hosting more spontaneous
prompt-based activities during or in between these sessions, where
we might write pieces in response to a prompt, such as a specific

theme, genre, or literary technique. We ask that writers submit their
work at least two days before the workshops, giving everyone else
enough time to read through your piece and prepare any feedback

they would like to give!

Sept 28th (Monday) - taster

Oct 12th (Monday)

Oct 26th (Monday)

Nov 16th (Monday)

Nov 30th (Monday)

Dec 14th (Monday)



The goal of the session is to share your poems with the group and
receive constructive feedback on them, but most importantly, to have

fun. Usually there is a particular theme to the session (a specific
stylistic feature, a literary movement, an unconventional format or a
simple prompt). These themes are of course optional, they are there
to help you with inspiration and give a focal point to the session. We
ask that you submit your poems in advance and before the session’s
start. Doesn’t matter whether you have written poetry for ten years

or have no idea what it is! Our sessions are suitable for poets at any
level.

Oct 7th (Wednesday) - taster

Oct  21st (Wednesday)

Nov 4th (Wednesday)

Nov  25th (Wednesday)

Dec  9th (Wednesday)



Performance writing workshops are here for all those who like their
literature loud! Whether you’re into poetry, prose, theatre or even

song writing – you are welcome to join this workshop, prepared with
unique writing prompts and exciting opportunities to meet like-
minded creatives at UCL. During this workshop we will learn the
basics of spoken word by taking a look at some of the rules of a
good performance piece and exploring how to effectively break

them. The workshop will take place in a dynamic and interactive, but
also safe and relaxed atmosphere that will allow us to get to know

each other and build a supportive space together. 

Oct 5th (Monday) - taster

Oct 19th (Monday)

Nov 2nd (Monday)

Nov  23rd (Monday)

Dec 7th (Monday)



Organised in cooperation with UCL’s Book Club, the sessions will beOrganised in cooperation with UCL’s Book Club, the sessions will be

informal meetings, open to everyone who enjoys reading and isinformal meetings, open to everyone who enjoys reading and is

ready to share their thoughts in an inclusive respectful environment.ready to share their thoughts in an inclusive respectful environment.

We will consider already-published books, but that’s the onlyWe will consider already-published books, but that’s the only

limitation.The texts discussed will be decided by the memberslimitation.The texts discussed will be decided by the members

themselves, possibly via online surveys and their range will vary inthemselves, possibly via online surveys and their range will vary in

age, genre, nationality, poetry, prose and much more! For the firstage, genre, nationality, poetry, prose and much more! For the first

term, the sessions will be online: to join you will simply need theterm, the sessions will be online: to join you will simply need the

Internet- and no worries, we are used to managing connectionInternet- and no worries, we are used to managing connection

problems.problems.



The writing workshops are fun, dynamic sessions, and no twoThe writing workshops are fun, dynamic sessions, and no two

will be exactly the same! Join us as we launch into free-for-allwill be exactly the same! Join us as we launch into free-for-all

writing based on handpicked prompts each session, with thewriting based on handpicked prompts each session, with the

aim of producing short pieces based on rapid-fire, impromptuaim of producing short pieces based on rapid-fire, impromptu

activities. You are encouraged, but not pressured, to share youractivities. You are encouraged, but not pressured, to share your

work at the end of each activity, so we can see how each personwork at the end of each activity, so we can see how each person

interpreted the prompts in their own way. Through theseinterpreted the prompts in their own way. Through these

workshops, we hope to foster a more relaxed writingworkshops, we hope to foster a more relaxed writing

environment where we can enjoy the process of writingenvironment where we can enjoy the process of writing

spontaneously without worrying about having to polish ourspontaneously without worrying about having to polish our

work.work.



Our Open Mic Nights are aimed at creating an inspiring andOur Open Mic Nights are aimed at creating an inspiring and

supportive space for you to share your work with an inclusive andsupportive space for you to share your work with an inclusive and

open-minded audience of fellow creative writers. Unlike the feedbackopen-minded audience of fellow creative writers. Unlike the feedback

sessions and workshops, there is no critique involved and everyonesessions and workshops, there is no critique involved and everyone

is encouraged to perform their writing which creates a unique senseis encouraged to perform their writing which creates a unique sense

of community and is a great way to get to know new people! Theof community and is a great way to get to know new people! The

Open Mics have themes sometimes, but mostly you are welcome toOpen Mics have themes sometimes, but mostly you are welcome to

bring anything you wrote and would like to read. There is nobring anything you wrote and would like to read. There is no

pressure to perform though, if you don’t want to share your work youpressure to perform though, if you don’t want to share your work you

can just sit back and enjoy the evening (and the free food and drinkscan just sit back and enjoy the evening (and the free food and drinks

too!)too!)



SPECIALSPECIAL

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

MAGAZINE (& PROMPTS)MAGAZINE (& PROMPTS)

1 x term

WELFARE SESSIONWELFARE SESSION

several x term

UNISLAMUNISLAM

1 x year

EXCURSIONSEXCURSIONS

TRIP TO POETRY CAFETRIP TO POETRY CAFE

1 x term

BOOKSHOP CRAWLBOOKSHOP CRAWL

1 x term



The Welfare Sessions are designed to give everyone a safe space to

relax and unwind. They will be placed around the end of term and

exam time, open to everyone, writers and not, to come by and enjoy

some company. Made to encourage participants to take care of

themselves, they could provide some silent study time, to focus and

advance in revision. Or they could offer the opportunity to have a

break, maybe to have a walk in the surroundings or try some

relaxation techniques. Additionally, this year Writers' Society will be

cooperating with SELCS Society to have some welfare workshops

and explore the therapeutic power of writing thoughts down.



The termly UCL Writers’ Society Magazine, ‘The Writer’sThe termly UCL Writers’ Society Magazine, ‘The Writer’s
Block’, is a way for members of the society to see their workBlock’, is a way for members of the society to see their work
(and names) in print! Poetry, prose, and any other material(and names) in print! Poetry, prose, and any other material

you wish, will be accepted during the submission periodyou wish, will be accepted during the submission period
(which has this year been extended) from the (which has this year been extended) from the 28th of28th of

September up until the 20th of November.September up until the 20th of November. We will also be We will also be
looking to incorporate some of the best work created inlooking to incorporate some of the best work created in

response to the response to the promptsprompts in our bi-weekly newsletters for in our bi-weekly newsletters for
inclusion in ‘The Writer’s Block’ magazine, meaning that thisinclusion in ‘The Writer’s Block’ magazine, meaning that this
is an alternative way to submit throughout the term to theis an alternative way to submit throughout the term to the
magazine. The magazine is put together by the Editor-in-magazine. The magazine is put together by the Editor-in-

Chief, however, do look out for opportunities throughout theChief, however, do look out for opportunities throughout the
term to come on board and volunteer to help out with whatterm to come on board and volunteer to help out with what

the magazine will look and sound like.the magazine will look and sound like.



Society will be sending out bi-weekly
newsletters with information about upcoming 

events and information about the operation of the society
more generally. Also included in these bi-weekly newsletters 
will be thematic writing prompts that will aim to encourage
members of the society (hopefully you!) to form individual
responses, be they rendered in prose, poetry or any other
medium, to prompts (e.g. a phrase: ‘Handle with care’, or an

abstract concept open to interpretation: ‘Closed doors’, 

Over 
the course 

of the term, the Writer’s

‘Online friends’.) The submissions in response to
these writing prompts will be taken into 

consideration and the best will be
included in ‘The Writer’s Block’ 

magazine at the end of
the term!



Every year a team of 4 to 5 poets from UCL Writers’ Society

travel across the UK to attend UniSlam, a national spoken

word competition, in which poets from all around England

and Scotland compete and perform their work. This is an

unparalleled opportunity to meet like-minded creative

writers from across the country and learn about performance

poetry in a fun and uniquely hands-on way. Many UCL

students who have competed in the past describe going to

UniSlam as one of the best experiences of their university

years and are still part of the community. 



E X C U R S I O N S

As a community of young writers in the
heart of London, we have so much to
discover! We are planning to organise

termly trips to participate in some of the
best literary events and performances in
the city, such as local and national poetry

slams, book launches and open mics.
Visiting a poetry cafe is definitely one of
the most uplifting and inspiring activities

we can undertake!

We are working hard to fi
nd a

safe and equally ex
citin

g way to

arrange this with the COVID-19

restr
ictio

ns!



We want to take you to our favourite
literary spots and events in London
and show you just how much good
writing is around! We have a termly
Bookshop Crawl, during which we

want to visit the most beautiful and
inspiring (often hidden!) book shops,
second hand stores and libraries in

London.

E X C U R S I O N S

We are w
orking hard to f

ind a safe

and equally e
xcitin

g way to
 arrange

this w
ith the COVID-19

rest
rict

ions!



EXTRASEXTRASEXTRAS
”Joining any society is a great way to
make friends outside of your degree
programme, and Writers’ Society in

particular has such a diverse &
international membership that you

get to meet people from all over the
globe.”

TOMTOMTOM

ZUZANAZUZANAZUZANA

JULIAJULIAJULIA

”I heard the best poems of my life in
The Poetry Feedback sessions. If you

want to write and you want to
improve, this is the place to go to. It's

more than a society. It's a coup.“

“It is so lovely to see people present
their work. It’s very encouraging, for

me personally, as someone who is yet
to find the courage to share my

writing with the world.“



Inspired by The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Writers’ soc 2019/2020
Written by the 2020/2021 committee 
Designed by Anna


